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Kresge Foundation Donates
$25,000 for KLH Residence
Loma Linda University has received a $25,000 cash gift from
the Kresge Foundation of Detroit, Michigan.
University President Godfrey T. Anderson accepted the check
from a foundation representative, F, M. Stevens of La Puente. The
money was designated by the
foundation to aid in construc
tion of a $750,000 addition to Teaching Methods
Kate Lindsay Hall, women stu
To Be Polished
dents' residence on the Univer
sity campus.
By SD Consultant
The residence hall addition is
A University of Southern
currently under construction California educational psycho
and is scheduled for completion logy intern is spending eight
September 1. It will house an weeks this summer at Loma
added 182 women students ex
Linda University School of
pected on campus in September, Dentistry as an educational
according to Dr. Anderson.
consultant to administrators
The current gift is the first to and faculty members.
Loma Linda University by the
Arthur J. More of Hacienda
Kresge Foundation, related to a Heights, a doctoral candidate
national retail sales chain. The in educational psychology, is
Michigan - based philanthropic one of nine American students
agency annually contributes and the only Californian
thousands of dollars to higher selected to participate in a
education, hospitals, youth or
unique program of internship
ganizations, and medical re- administered by the Division
search.
of Educational Research of the
American Association of Den
tal Schools.
Teochers to Tour
According to Charles T.
Smith, DDS, dean of the School
European Labs
Two Loma Linda University of Dentistry, Mr. More is ex
School of Medicine faculty pected to make valuable obser
members will visit European vations and suggestions in
areas such as the techniques
laboratories this summer to ob
serve work similar to theirs of teaching, educational media,
theories of learning, student
in virus-host relationships.
motivation,
and measurement
Robert L. NuLter. PhD, as
anS evaluation of student per
sociate professor of microbi
formance.
ology, and Leonard R. Bullas,
Prior to beginning his intern
PhD, assistant professor of ship, Mr. More spent a threemicrobiology, will leave July 10 day orientation period in Chi
on a trip that will take them cago (June 13-15) in which he
to Stockholm, Copenhagen, and the other interns discussed
London, Edinburgh, Glasgow, dentistry as a profession, and
Frankfurt, Geneva, and Paris. the special problems of dental
The laboratory tour will be education with leaders of the
financed under an ofiice of profession and with some of
Naval Research grant active last year's interns.
since November 1, 1965.
Supported in part by the
A side trip to the 9th Inter
American Fund for Dental Ed
ucation, the program this year
national Congress of Microbi
ology in Moscow July 24-30 is represents an expansion of the
project a year ago.
planned.

Medicare Won't Swamp LLUH;
Already Head on Every Pillow
Loma Linda University Hospital is hot expecting an avalanche
of additional patients with the July 1 onset of Medicare, says
Clarence A. Miller, hospital administrator.
"The hospital has been operating with an overall 90 per cent
occupancy, and with 100 per
cent occupancy in medical and charge ratios in hospitals regis
surgical units," he explains.
for Medicare.
"Besides, we have a waiting list tered
About 60,000 elderly persons
of people desiring to be admit
ted, so we just can't take large in San Bernardino County are
covered by the medi
numbers of Medicare patients reportedly
cal assistance plan which goes
immediately."
into effect today.

LLU Reception in Detroit
Attracts 500 Attendants
More than 500 University alumni and friends gathered for a reception and snackbuffet at Cobo Hall banquet room in Detroit, Michigan, recently. They were large
ly delegates and attendants at the world conference sessions of the Seventh-day Adventist Church being held there June 17-26.

NEWLY-ELECTED world president of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church, Robert H. Pierson, and his wife (center) are offered felicitations by Board of Trustees chairman Maynard V. Campbell
(left) and president Godfrey T. Anderson, PhD, at recent General
Conference sessions in Detroit. Michigan.

Extract Boosts Body's Fight
Against Cancerous Tumors
Natural body immunity against at least two forms of cancer
can be boosted dramatically by a protein-like extract of calf
thymus glands, Loma Linda University researchers have reported.
Tests with hundreds of cancer-stricken laboratory animals
showed an apparent step-up in
their bodies' natural immuno- oratory surgically implanted
logic fight against malignant bits of malignant tissue in each
tumors after they received in- of hundreds of laboratory mice,
jections of the gland extract, soon producing sizable tumors.
according to the report. The The implanted tissue and the
resulting tumors were of two
tumor cells were promptly de
kinds, sarcoma 180 and C-6
stroyed.
myeloma.
The mice were divided into
Co-Authors
two groups, one group receiv
David B. Hinshaw, MD, pro
ing the thymic gland ex
tract and the other an innocu
fessor and chairman of the de
partment of surgery, described ous salt-water substitute. At
the experiments at the Sixth the end of the experiment peri
Multidiscipline Research Forum od, the treated mice had tumors
only one-fourth as large by
of the American Medical As
weight as had the untreated
sociation. Dr. Hinshaw was co
author of the paper with Wel- group.
don B. Jolley, PhD, associate
Tumors Arrested
professor of physiology and bi- .
Microscopic
studies of treated
ophysics, and a research associ
and untreated tumor cells
ate, Louis Cano.
showed almost no living cells in
Investigators at the Univer
sity's Surgical Research Lab- the treated tumors. Even
though initial growth of the

Paperwork

"In fact, the patient business
ofiices will probably have the
most extra work," he continues.
Twenty-five per cent of the
hospital's present occupancy
are patients over 65. These pa
tients will have to be techni
cally discharged and readmitted
as Medicare patients, "all on
paper, of course. The patient
will not. be inconvenienced."
Mr. Miller's observation came
yesterday as many hospitals
across the nation braced them
selves for an expected influx of
elderly patients who become
eligible for government-paid
hospital care today.

»/

Uniform Accounting

Eventually, the whole hos
pital accounting system will be
revised to conform to the gov
ernment-approved plan design
ed to bring uniformity to cost-

AT SOPAS HOSPITAL, New Guinea, (left to right) Gladys M.
Beddoe and Dr. Robert D. Wood administer anesthesia while Jo
Ellen Barnard and Dr. Marion C. Barnard remove arrow from
native's brain.

Continued on page 4

The unexpectedly large group
heard reports on University
progress by President Godfrey
T. Anderson and the vice presi
dents and deans of schools, who
were official representatives at
the enclave.
The hall was darkened to
permit a slide-illustrated nar
ration on recent campus de
velopments by Oliver L. Jac
ques, director of University re
lations.
The same day at noon the
Board of Councillors, assembled
in Detroit's Pontchartrain Ho
tel, heard President Anderson
Speak of planning for future
University developments.
At 3 p.m. the ofiicial Univer
sity report was presented in
the main arena. In addition to
the president's report, there
was a statement from Laurence
A. Senseman SM 37 medical
director of Fuller Memorial
Sanitarium, South Attleboro,
Massachusetts,
representing
alumni within the US. Ralph F.
Waddell, SM'36, who later in
the week was elected secretary
of the General Conference med
ical department, referred to the
valuable contributions alumni
in many professions are mak
ing overseas. Maynard V.
Campbell, chairman of the
Board of Trustees, commented
on the role of the trustees in
policy formulation at the Uni
versity.
Supports University

Following the report, the
newly-elected president of the
Seventh-day Adventist world
organization, Robert H. Pierson, said, "Loma Linda Univer
sity occupies a unique place in
the work of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church. ... as far as
I am concerned and I'm sure
that I speak for my fellow of
ficers as well we want to put
our support fully behind Loma
Linda University.
"We believe in the program
there, and we want to do every
thing that we can to stand be
hind the program so that Loma
Linda University may grow
from strength to strength and
may occupy an increasingly im
portant place in the work of
the Seventh-day
Adventist
Church."

SM Students in New Guinea
Boost Medical Missions Image
Jo Ellen Barnard and Gladys M. Beddoe, School of Medicine
graduates of the class of 1966, visited Sopas Hospital in the
western highlands of the territory of Papua, New Guinea, for
16 days in May. The students were there under the senior medical
student elective quarter plan.
Accompanying them were cases, and difficult plastic surMarion C. Barnard, SM'44~A, gery cases. Because the surgerand his wife Cleo, parents of ies were highly successful, the
Jo Ellen; also John W. Kizziar, good will cieated brought a
SM'47, and his wife, Veretta. real boost to the mission work
A few days before the arrival there and greatly assisted the
of the team, 25 surgical cases medical program, the physicians
lined up from far and near with , reported.
needs ranging all the way from
Dr. Barnard served as act
the removal of a three-inch ar- ing chief surgeon, and Dr. Kiz
row tip from a man's brain to ziar rendered assistance in his
"specially-grown" New Guinea field of radiology.
goiters.
The two student surgeons
In addition, there were ortho
entered into the heavy program
pedic problems, obstetrical
Continued on page 4

An Experienced Guide
Robert H. Pierson, 55, of Salisbury, Southern Bhodesia, has been elected world president of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church.

Pastor Pierson has served as president of the TransAfrica Division of the church since 1958. He has wide ex
perience in mission work, having served as a church ad
ministrator in Asia, the Caribbean, and Africa, for 25
years. He is admirably equipped to administer an organi
zation with world vision.
Concomitant with his new post in the church is an ex
officio membership as a University trustee. In October he
and several additional new members of the board will add
their administrative expertise and professional acumen to
that of the others who are responsible for guiding Uni
versity affairs.

We welcome Pastor Pierson and his newly-elected
associates to the Board of Trustees of Loma Linda Uni
versity.

Missions Attitude Surveys
Several issues ago, these columns briefly summarized
the findings of a graduate research project covering mis
sions attitudes of a random sample of Loma Linda Univer
sity students.

The study opened insights into some of the factors con
nected with mission service, and certain areas were delin
eated that might profitably merit further investigation.
This was probably the first research of its specific kind
undertaken at any Seventh-day Adventist institution.
There have, however, been several studies involving
School of Medicine alumni only, and reported by the Loma
Linda University School of Medicine Alumni Association
in past issues of their journal.

In the July-August issue of 1960 is a report of an ex
tensive survey made by Herschel C. Lamp, SM'53-A, in
volving 150 physicians with mission service. A similar
study was reported in the July-August journal of 1963,
this time including 148 physicians in active mission work.
These surveys, their analyses and reporting, were con
ducted under the sponsorship of the Alumni Association's
Foreign Missions Committee.

Surely many of the factors unearthed would be per
tinent to the general question of mission service among
Seventh-day Adventists. Whether a mission appointee is
a minister or a medical technologist, a nurse or a teacher,
a dentist or a dietitian, he would find certain problems
shared in common with the missionary physician.
It would be a worthy project to have all these research
findings correlated, with appropriate comparisons and con
trasts underlined.

The more useful facts and findings we can apply to the
conduct of any task, the more efficiently it will be carried
out.

Health Enemy Under Attack
A massive campaign is underway in the US to attack
and route another public health enemy measles.

The US Public Health Service will buy at least one and
one-half million doses of vaccine during this coming school
year to protect preschool children against measles, one of
the most serious and widespread childhood diseases.
The vaccine, to be supplied by Philips Boxane Labora
tories, St. Joseph, Missouri, will be offered to health de
partments receiving project grants under the national
vaccination assistance act. The use of gamma globulin in
conjunction with the vaccine to minimize reactions will
also be underwritten by the Public Health Service.

SM Teacher Named
To National Post
For Health Care
Roy F. Perkins, MD, associate
clinical professor of medicine,
has been named director of
health care services for the
American Medical Association.
Dr. Perkins' appointment be
comes effective July 1, accord
ing to F. J. L. Blasingame, MD,
executive vice president of the
association. He is seeking a
leave of absence from his fac
ulty position, enabling him to
take up his new responsibilities
in Chicago.
The newly established depart
ment of health care services, of
which Dr. Perkins becomes the
first director, is one of six de
partments within the AMA's
Division of Socio-Economic Act
ivities. According to Charles C.
Edwards, MD, director of the
division, Dr. Perkins' depart
ment will be concerned on a na
tional scale with community
health services, voluntary
health agencies, patterns for
the organization and delivery
of medical care, and specific
problems affecting medical
practice at the community level.

THIS MONTH
In Loma Linda University
History
1924 July 1, a yearly report

was given Loma Linda Sani
tarium and Hospital workers
for the twelve months ending
June 30. The average number
of employees was 383; the total
number of patients was 2,197;
average length of stay, 19 days.
Total income of the Sanitarium
was $336,984, a 30 per cent gain
over the previous year.
July 3 Mayor A. E. Brock of
Bedlands gave the address at
an Independence Day program
in the amphitheatre.
1925 On July S Lyle A. Winslow and G. Mosser Taylor,
both School of Medicine class
of '24, were the first graduates
to successfully complete the
examinations given by the Na
tional Board of Medical Exam-

One-Day Program
Employee Welcome
A recently-inaugurated ori
entation program for new em
ployees has gotten off to a good
start, according to Maurice E.
Mathisen, PhD, director of per
sonnel relations.
Participants report an in
creasing enthusiasm for the
new program. Mondays, from
8:15 a.m. to 2:15 p.m., are set
aside for the one-day orienta
tion.
The new personnel are wel
comed, instructed, taken on
campus and hospital tours, in
troduced to the philosophy and
objectives of Loma Linda Uni
versity, and given insight into
the importance of their new
role as employees of the Univer
sity.
As many as 26 have been in
attendance at a time, states
Frank S. Robinson, industrial
relations supervisor, who is co
ordinating the new employee
program.

T)alk
Brilliant Cambridge Scholar
Provides Sensitive Analysis of Grief
By Geraldine Y. Palmer
Assistant Librarian
"No one ever told me that grief felt so like fear," Clive
Staples Lewis wrote in A Grief Observed (Seabury Press, 1961)
when his wife died. "I am not afraid, but the sensation is like
being afraid .... There is a sort of invisible blanket between the
world and me. I find it hard to ____________________
take in what anyone says. . . .
"Passionate grief does not
It is so uninteresting. Yet I
want the others to be about link us with the dead but cuts
off from them. ... All that
me. ... If only they would talk us
to one another and not to me." . . . ritual of sorrow visiting
graves, keeping anniversaries,
C. S. Lewis, author of the leaving the empty bedroom ex
brilliantly successful book The actly as 'the departed' used to
Screwtape Letters, married, in keep it, mentioning the dead
1956, at the age of 58, the poet- either not at all or in a special
critic Joy Davidman. That it voice ...
this was like mum
was an ideal mating is evi
mification. It had the dead far
denced by the warmth and mel
more dead.. ..
lowness that shone increasingly
"Turned to God, my mind no
through his writings from that longer meets that locked door;
date. His happiness, however, turned to H., it no longer
was short-lived. His Joy died meets that vacuum. . . . There
of cancer in 1961.
was no sudden, striking, and
emotional transition. Like the
Wrote in Longhand
warming of a room or the com
In his terrible loneliness he ing of daylight. . . .
"Praise is the mode of love
wrote in longhand in notebooks,
that he found about the house, which always has some element
an intensely personal account of joy in it. Praise in due or
of the meaning of his wife's der; of Him as the giver, of
death. The quiet insight, which her as the gift. ... I must do
more of this. . . .
was so compelling in its por
"I need Christ, not something
trayal of other people's trou
bles, was turned in on his own that resembles Him. . . .
"I must stretch out the arms
grief. He said that he wrote
and hands of love ... to the
"as a defense against total col
reality. . . . Not my idea of
lapse, a safety-valve."
He says of his wife he calls God, but God. Yes, and also
her H. in the book "Her mind not my idea of my neighbor,
but my neighbor. . . ."
was lithe and quick and muscu
lar as a leopard. Passion, ten
Chart of intimate Triumph
derness and pain were all
equally unable to disarm it. ...
Only two years after losing
How many bubbles of mine she his wife, Mr. Lewis followed
pricked!"
Continued on page 5
He asks, "Where is God? .. .
Why is He so present a com
mander in our time of prosper
ity and so very absent a help
in time of trouble? . . . The
same thing seems to have hap
pened to Christ: 'Why hast
thou forsaken me?' I know.
Does that make it easier to
Published by Loma Linda
University, an educational In
understand?
The Real Danger

"Not that I am (I think) in
much danger of ceasing to be
lieve in God. The real danger
is of coming to believe such
dreadful things about Him. The
conclusion I dread is not 'So
there's no God after all,' but
'So this is what God's really
like. Deceive yourself no long
er.' "
He says, "Keeping promises
to the dead ... is very well.
But I begin to see that 'respect
for the wishes of the dead' is a
trap. . . . This is unfair to the
others. I should soon be using
'what H.. would have liked' as
an instrument of domestic
tyranny; with her supposed lik
ing becoming a thinner and
thinner disguise for my own."
He says that "part of every
misery is, so to speak, the mis
ery's shadow or reflection. . . .
I not only live each endless day
in grief, but live each day
thinking about living each day
in grief. ... By writing it all
down ... I believe I get a little
outside it. That's how I'd
defend it to H. But ten to one
she'd see a hole in the defense. . . .

The campaign is a cooperative venture, with state and
municipal health departments, as well as private organiza
tions acting in concert. Many communities have staged
mass campaigns to avert epidemics or to prevent seasonal
outbreaks.

It is hoped that this sustained attack will result in the
near eradication of the disease, much as the Sabin and
Salk vaccines did in the case of infantile paralysis.

Circulation:
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University Scope:

Since the licensing of the measles vaccine in 1963, some
12 million doses have been given in the US, and the num
ber of cases of measles has dropped from 385,000 in 1963
to 266,000 reported in 1965. It is estimated that reported
cases represent only one-tenth of the actual cases.

Measles has an attack rate of 90 per cent among un
protected children under 15, disabling thousands of child
ren each year and causing up to 500 deaths.

stitution operated by the Gen
eral Conference of Seventhday Adventists, as a non
profit organ.

-Photo by Ellis R. Rich
___
THE AMERICAN LEGION Auxiliary Post of San Bernardino on
Flag Day presented a flag to the Handicapped Children's Clinic.
The clinic is jointly maintained by Loma Linda University and the
county's United Cerebral Palsy Association. Auxiliary representa
tives are (left to right) Mrs. W. D. Owen, district president; Mrs.
Arthur Norelli, district sergeant-at-arms; and Mrs. John Sugar,
district marshal.

DH Dental Hygiene
DI Dietetics Intern
GS Graduate School
MRA Medical Record
Administration
MT Medical Technology
OT Occupational Therapy
FT Physical Therapy
RT Radiologlc Technology
SD School of Dentistry
SM School of Medicine
SN School of Nursing
SND School of Nutrition
and Dietetics
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Photographic News-Views

—Photos by Eugene Hood

IBM LINK
UNIVERSITY

PLANNERS, DESIGNERS, AND BUILDERS of the University's display con
structed here and used at the recent quadrennial session of the General Conference
of Seventh-day Adventists in Detroit, Michigan, stand in front of the 25-foot ex
hibit's projection screen. They are (left to right) Clyde R. Lovett, Harvey B. Ko-

SPECIAL AWARDS at graduation time this year went to Cather
ine N Graf,.SN'29, emeritus associate professor of nursing (right)
and Florence A. Keller, MD, '00-AMMC (left) who has practiced
medicine for over six decades. Maxine Atteberry, dean of the
School of Nursing, makes Mrs. Grafs presentation.

pitzke, and Harry O. Walker, all of maintenance service; Neil W. Hastings, photo
grapher audiovisual service; Oliver L. Jacques, director of University relations;
Edward N. Hamilton, director, and Robert A. Kreuzinger, staff artist, both of
audiovisual service. Mr. Hamilton holds the model used as a design pattern.

TRAM TOURS were more popular than ever this past commencement weekend. Many hundreds
availed themselves of the opportunity to tour the Medical Center and biochemistry building.

SN Homecoming

CLASS GIFT of '41 graduates will fully furnish one of the new School of Nursing
offices. Half of both class sections were present for the reunion, meeting earlier at
the homes of classmates Echo Cossentine Stevens and Marjorie Anderson Jesse for
a talk-fest.

OUTGOING Nursing Alumni Association president Esther Gwinnup James, '34
(left), presents the gavel of office to incoming prexy Elsie Ziprick, '41.

ANNE DRAKE L.INDT, '54-B, Cherie R. McClure, '66, and Edna York, GS'58, alumni
on furlough, entertain with a skit on the ups and downs of missionary nursing.

BETTY LJU WONG, '89-B, leads the singing at the program climax. On the plat
form are missionary nurses who have served overseas during the last ten years,
those on furlough, and ones under appointment to mission service.

Extract

Continued from page 1

tumor had occurred, treatment
with the extract had brought
about the arrest of tumor
growth and, eventually, de
struction of the malignant
cells.
Technical observations from
histological examination sug
gest that the anti-tumor pro
cess may be an accelerated re
sponse of the body's own im
mune mechanism as well as a
direct attack on the tumor by
the injected extract itself. They
conclude that the gland extract
either triggers a previously in
active immunologic process or
boosts the power of an immune
response which had been too
weak to fight off tumor growth.
Photos by Eugene Hood
____
_____ __
FIFTY YEARS AFTER their graduation day, the School of Nurs
ing class of 1916 are reunited at the recent homecoming program.
Left to right are Effie Truman Alcorn, Rachel Eckhout Nelson,
Adeline Squier Coyne, Hazel Mayer, Ruth Wier Fox, Blanche Nash
Gardner, and (not in photo) Josephine Anderson Ross.

School of Nursing Homecoming
Breaks Attendance Records
With 302 graduate nurses and friends present for the recent
1966 School of Nursing homecoming banquet at Loma Linda, the
annual event drew probably its largest attendance in history.
Registration in the cafeteria courtyard before the meal provided
time for social mingling around ___________________,
the punch bowl.
raise the total beyond $6,000.
Many attendants paused to
Table decorations of minia
study the colorfully pegged ture national dolls and flags
mission map that identified created an international atmos
graduates who are serving or
the featured program
have served abroad. A special phere for
table was set up for project which climaxed the evening.
Association business was quick
SHARE, where over $500 ac
crued during the banquet, to ly dispatched, and president
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Esther Gwinnup James, '34,
presided over the awarding of
presentations and honors.
Lights dimmed, then glowed
as "Mission to the Heart" un
folded on stage. This programwith-a-message, under the di
rection of Maureen R. Max
well, EdD, director, graduate
program in nursing, flowed
through three skits performed
by alumni.
The program pointed up Sev
enth-day Adventist nursing as
the kind that reaches the heart
whether in a Seventh-day Ad
ventist institution, in the com
munity, or in overseas mission
service.
Participants were: Marjorie
Jefferson, "65 Norma Brown
Johnston, '58; Delores Anholm
Schilling' '50; Patricia Davis
Ewing, GS'66; Arlene Parrish
Gray, '62; Corlene W. Lambeth,
GS '66; Venus Ee-siriporn, GS
'66; Anne Drake Lindt, '54-B;
Cherie R. McClure, '66; and
Edna York, GS'58. Betty Liu
Wong, '59-B, with Lynda Jean
Fenderson, '66 at the piano,
sang solos appropriate to the
theme.
Mary C. Monteith, '22, emeri
tus associate professor of nurs
ing, Cordelia M. Reynolds, '24,
and Edna York represented
various groups of missionary
alumni as they recounted ex
periences from their lives to
demonstrate the spirit of heart
f »»_
service.
who
Ee-siriporri,
Venus
comes from Thailand, spoke of
the value of Adventist nursing
in her life. Missionary nurses
in native costumes invited the
audience to join hands as they
all sang "Blest Be the Tie that
Binds."

You pick the equipment. We 9tt
buy it und ieuse it to you.
That's about as simple as we can state how our exclusive professional equipment
leasing plans work. And for you, it is just about that simple.
You select any type or make of professional equipment. There is no dollar minimum
or maximum. We arrange all details.
Our staff is small. Each member is thoroughly experienced in developing the profes
sional leasing plan that will best benefit your practice and your patients.
May we answer your questions on leasing?
New Equipment Leasing / Purchase and Lease-back Plans / New Car Leasing / Low Cost Professional Loans / Tax Shelter Investments

BOB NEW, INC.
736 North Glendale Avenue
Glendale 6, California
Citrus 6-1781 or Chapman 5-7716

Nursing
Project SHARE has passed the
halfway mark toward its $13,
675 goal with an income by
June 24 of $8,062.41 from nurse
alumni. The campaign for funds
to furnish the new School of
Nursing has roused such a
flourishing response that the
wind-up date has been set ahead to November first. This
gives time for class agents to
send reminders to members
who have not yet replied.
In fact, eight classes have
still to begin participation:
classes of 1919, 1925, 1932 LL,
1934 WM, 1936 LL, 1944 WM,
1945 WM, and 1956. Once their
class agents mail Project let
ters, the members will have op
portunity to demonstrate as
good support as have most of
the other classes.
Non-alumni readers of this
column interested in swelling
the fund may make out checks
to Project SHARE and send
them in care of the Alumni
Office. Donations will be grate
fully acknowledged.
Juanita Holf, '41, writes from
Bandung, Java, and rejoices
over their modern service faci
lities. The primitive charcoal
service kitchen now enjoys a
steam tray sterilizer and a
steamer for rice and vegetable
cooking. The former has been
converted from a steam bed pan
sterilizer and the latter from
discarded laundry equipment.
Years ago these used pieces of
equipment were sent to Dr.
Holm, but they were not put to
use until a patient, a young
German-Brazilian steel engineer
on assignment to Indonesia,
saw the possibilities and con
verted the equipment. Juanita's
twin daughters are taking prenursing at Walla Walla College.
Thelma Estes Wilbur, '31,
retires this summer from her
position of relief head nurse.in
the nursery of Portland Sani
tarium and Hospital.
Alta Sales, '26, is completing
her twenty-fifth year of service
in the nursery at Portland San
itarium and Hospital.
Betty Jo Baden Baerg, '58,

writes from Aruba, Netherlands
Antilles, an island 19 miles long
and 6 miles across at its widest
point, a rocky bit of land with
little vegetation. The Arubians
are of Spanish and Dutch de
scent, although the inhabitants
includes some Americans, at
tracted by the oil refinery
owned by Standard Oil Com
pany. Betty Jo has been teach
ing vegetarian cooking classes,
school
Sabbath
conducting
workshops, and giving health
lectures. Her husband Bernie
is pastor of the Island's three
Seventh-day Adventist church
es, which have a combined
membership of 250.
Margaret Christensen Fryling, '53, is school nurse at Co
lombia Venequela Union Col
lege, Medellin, Colombia, South
America, and she also teaches
health principles to senior the
ology students. Virgil, her hus
band, is head of the music de
partment.
Dorothy HaUoefc Walter, GS
'65, has been in Manous, Brazil,
since March. Her husband is
flying a seaplane in mission
service along the Amazon river.

AN INVESTMENT IN
LIVING
REDLANDS OASIS
These unusual apartments
are just 7 minutes from Lo
ma Linda and offer many
luxury features.
Refrigerated air conditioning
and heating in every room.
Walk-in closets. Carpet, drapes.
Dishwasher, stove. Private patio.
Separate adult and family pools.
Putting green. Recreation room.
Play area, shuffleboard, horse
shoes, net and basketball court.

Friendly but private. 1, 2, 3
bedrooms. Two baths.
Write us for a brochure at
Redlands Oasis, 1325 East
Citrus Avenue, Redlands,
792-7693. Or contact your
local broker. No lease re
quired.

Alumni
News
Mary Beals Riseley, '54-B,

announces a class reunion for
all 1954 graduates August 6, at
her home.
A get-together sing, followed
by sundown worship is planned
starting at 7 p.m. Honored
guests will be Chester C. Lindt
and Ann Drake Lindt, GS. The
Lindts have recently served as
missionaries at the South China
Union College, Kowloon, Hong
Kong.
The Frank P. Riseley's home
is located at 8312 Bonnie Brae
Drive, Buena Park. Their phone
number is 213-944-3995.

SM Students

Continued from page 1

with enthusiam, often working
from early morning until late
at night.
Several surgeries were also
conducted in cooperation with
Dr. John Foote, the local dis
trict medical officer, who ex
pressed deep appreciation for
the talents of the visiting phy
sicians.
The arrival of the medical
team in New Guinea was high
lighted in very favorable terms,
both in the press and over the
air.
As time permitted, the team
also rendered assistance in
areas of pediatrics, obstetrics,
and public health.
Most Exciting Moment
Their most exciting moment,
the students declared, was not
the climax of the removal of a
goiter or an arrowhead, but the
receiving of a cablegram from
Loma- Linda University that
they had successfully passed
their final examinations. The
staff and students of Sopas Hos
pital rejoiced with them hi their
achievement.
Present medical superintend
ent of Sopas Hospital is Robert.
D. Wood, SM'62, who recently
succeeded Roy O. Yeatts, SM'34,
former superintendent.
Commenting on the team visit
to New Guinea, Saleem A. Par
as, PhD, said, "The School of
Medicine can certainly be proud
of the great contribution that
it is making to the medical mis
sion program of the world field.
Will Be Long Remembered

"The contribution of the
visiting doctors," he added, "will
be long remembered and their
services highly valued by both
mission and indigenous staff,
as well as by the government
personnel."
Dr. Farag is medical secretary
of the Coral Sea Union Mission
of Seventh-day Adventists, and
former assistant director of the
University's Division of Public
Health.

Lomo Linda Realty
& Insurance
11113 Andersen St.
Loma Linda, Calif.
3 Bdrm. Home, large lot,
1 1/2 Baths, nice yard, newly
painted inside and out, fruit
trees, room for garden.
$13,500.00
New 3 Bdrm. Home, 2 Baths,
Carpets, Drapes, Dishwash
er, Double garage, Family
room, Refrig. cooling, 6%
$29,500.00
Loan.
5 to 20 Acre Groves
Industrial Property 6 and 20
Acre Sites
RENTALS
Plush 2 Bdrm. Apts. .. $85.00
1 Bdrm. Apt Close in. ........
$50.00
Near New 2 Bdrm. Apt ....
$65.00
2 Bdrm. House (Furnished)
$70.00
LIST WITH US FOR
FAST ACTION
WE WRITE TRAVEL
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
WHILE YOTJ WAIT
PHONE 796-0242
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CALENDAR OF FUTURE EVENTS
Friday, July 1

WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship, Pastor Donald G.
Reynolds, "A Triple Perspective":
11 a.m.

Sunset 8:05 pm.
LINDA HALL
Academy MV,
Kathy Hunt In charge: 7:45 p.m.
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Univer
sity campus fellowship: 8 p.m.

Sunday, July 17

CATALINA YACHT TRIP
Philosda Club outing for single
adults, for Information phone 7960895.

DARK CANYON
Philosda Club
camping trip for single adults
aged 25 through 55. for information
phone 796-0895.

Wednesday, July 20

SUMMER TERM
School of Nurs
ing summer term ends.

Saturday, July 2

HILL CHURCH Hour of worship,
Clyde F. Kearbey, "The Wonder of
It All": 8:10 and 10:55 a.m.
, UNIVERSITY "CHURCH Hour of
Worship, pastor Paul C. Heubach.
"Echoes of the General Confer
ence" : 8 and 10:55 a.m.

HILL CHURCH
Midweek'prayer
service. Pastor Joseph C. Mlchalenko, "A People of Purpose": 7:30
p.m.
CAMPUS CHAPEL
Midweek
prayer service under direction of
Pastor Don L. Bauer, "So You
Don't Want to Be A Namby-Pamby
Christian?" 7:30 p.m.

WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour ' of Worship, Pastor Hardln,
"What To Do With Temptation":
11 a.m.

Friday, July 22

Tuesday, July 5

Sunset 7:58 p.m.

REGISTRATION
Medical Tech
nology class of 67C registration.

LINDA HALL
Academy MV,
Ron Jutzy in charge of a musical
program: 7:45 p.m.

Wednesday, July 6

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Univer
sity campus fellowship: 8 p.m.

LOS ANGELES CAMPUS
Sum
mer term begins for Medical Tech
nology students.

Saturday, July 23

HILL CHURCH
Midweek prayer
service, A. Graham Maxwell, PhD,
More Study from Romans.: 7:30

"

HILL CHURCH
Hour of wor
ship: 8:10 and 10:55 a.m.
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Hour
of worship, Pastor Paul C. Heubach
with a sermon In a series on Job:
8 and 10:55 a.m.

CAMPUS CHAPEL
Midweek
prayer service under direction of
Pastor Don L. Bauer, "Vocationally
Where Are You Going?": 7:30
p.m.

WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship. Pastor Donald G.
Reynolds, "Overtaken by Joy": 11
a.m.

Friday, July 8
Sunset 8:04 p.m.

Wednesday, July 27

LINDA HALL
Academy MV, Dr.
Sherman A. Nagel, Jr., MD will
show pictures from Africa: 7:45
p.m.

HILL CHURCH
Midweek prayer
service. Pastor Joseph C. Mlchalenko, "Preparation for Time of
Trouble": 7:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Univer
sity campus fellowship, sophomore
medical male chorus: 8 p.m.

CAMPUS CHAPEL
Midweek
prayer service under direction of
Pastor Don L. Bauer, "That Boy
or Girl In Your Life": 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, July 9

Friday, July 29

HILL CHURCH
Hour of Wor
ship, Sherman A. Nagle, Jr., MD,
medical director of Northern Ngwa
Hospital In Africa, "A Silk Purse
A, Sow's Ear": 8:10 and 10:55 a.m.

Sunset 7:54 p.m.
SUMMER TERM
School of
Dentistry summer term ends.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Hour of
worship. Pastor Paul C. Heubach
begins a series on Job, communion
service: 8 and 10:55 a.m.

LINDA HALL
Academy MV, Mr.
Chamberlain: 7:45 p.m.

CAMPUS CHAPEL
Midweek
prayer service, under direction of
Pastor Don L. Bauer, "You Think
God Kills Fun?" 7:30 p.m.
Friday, July 15
Sunset 8:02 p.m.
LINDA HALL
No Academy MV
due to the campout trip.
COLORADO RIVER TRIP
MV
Campout trip to Parker Dam faci
lities of Southern California Con
ference, applications are available
at church offices and must be in by
July 1.

"Shakaranka nawa?" (how old are you?) the young medical
student asked his clinic patient. The thin, stooped, grey-haired,
wrinkled old man pondered awhile as though thinking carefully
back over the years, then looked up with resolve and said "goma"
(ten).
____________________
Such were the problems of rom, Rukuba, Chokobo, and
communication and concept en
other people all speaking their
countered by William R. Davis, respective languages and dia
SM'66, at the Jengre Seventh- lects, all trying to make their
day Adventist Hospital in problems understood through a
Northern Nigeria. Dr. Davis translator.
spent the elective quarter (12
weeks) of his senior year at the
No Concept of Age
hospital, supported by a foreign
"And history taking was
fellowship award from Smith
Kline & French Laboratories of further complicated and con
fused by the fact that many
Philadelphia.
people have no concept of age
Firsthand Experience
in calendar years, and thus
have no accurate idea of how
"I wanted a firsthand idea of old they are," he recalls.
the medical needs and problems
The hospital handles all the
elsewhere in the world," ex
plains the young physician. regular medical and surgical
"And it was interesting to see problems of a normal general
in clinic the diseases we had practice. For treatment of
studied but never encountered problems that can't be handled
in US hospitals."
in the hospital, patients are
The 35-bed hospital ("usually sent the 35 miles to the general
overflowing, with patients in, hospital in Jos, and occasionally
around, and between every to University-College Hospital
bed") is staffed by two physi
in Ibadan, 700 miles southwest.
cians, both graduates of Loma
But patients are reluctant to
Linda University Arthur M.
Owens, '55, medical director, leave Jengre, Dr. Davis says,
because of a reputation for com
and Kenneth L. Kelln, '64.
petent service and persona] in
40,000 Patients Per Year
terest "In fact," he adds,
After morning hospital "patients will travel distances
rounds, Dr. Davis reports, one of hundreds of miles, deliber
man will do surgery and the ately avoiding government hos
other will see about 100 patients pitals, to come to Jengre.
a day (200 on Sundays) in the
Admiration for Missionaries
outpatient clinic. "That amounts to 40,000 outpatients a
"All in all, it was a rewarding
year, plus another 40,000
and
interesting experience," the
patients seen yearly in the lep
recent graduate concludes. "I
rosy clinic.
"Clinic was an experience I saw a lot, did a lot, learned a
certainly won't forget soon," lot, and made many friends.
he continues. "There were Ful- And I am left with total admir
kni, Amo, Jere, Limero, Buji, ation for those who devote their
Ibo, Yoruba, Hausa, Cure, Bi-' lives to foreign mission service."

Saturday, July 30
HILL CHURCH
Hour of wor
ship: 8:10 and 10:55 a.m.

Sunday, July 10

Wednesday, July 13
HILL CHURCH
Midweek prayer
service. A. Graham Maxwell, PhD,
More on the Book of Romans: 7:30
p.m.

Several Loma Linda Univer
sity faculty members have
speaking appointments at
campmeetings and evangelistic
meetings across the country
this summer.
U. D. Register, PhD, associ
ate professor of biochemistry,
spoke at the South Atlantic
Conference campmeeting May
26-June 4. the Carolina Con
ference campmeeting May 30June 3, and the South Dakota
Conference campmeeting June
3-11.
H. Glenn Stevens, MD, as
sistant professor of medicine, is
speaking July 1-9 at the North
ern New England Conference
campmeeting. The Washington
Conference campmeeting will
host Gordon W. Thompson,
MD, assistant clinical profes
sor of medicine, July 14-23.
Lester H. Lonergan, MD,
associate professor of pharma
cology, will discuss public
health topics at the North Da
kota Conference campmeeting
July 8-16.
Dr. Longergan will also be in
Pocatello, Idaho, July 24-August 13, assisting in one of nine
field training schools sponsored
this summer by Andrews Uni
versity, Berrien Springs, Michi
gan. He will give 15-minute
health talks at the beginning of
each meeting.
Harold Shryock, MD, pro
fessor of anatomy, will speak
at the Alberta Conference
campmeeting July 15-23, the
British Columbia Conference
campmeeting July 22-30, and
the Arizona Conference campmeeting August 4-13.
Paul W. Dysinger, MD, as
sistant professor of public
health, will assist ?n another
Andrews University-sponsored
field training school in Salt
Lake City, Utah, July 24August 20.

Award-Winning SM Graduate
Relates Nigerian Experiences

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Univer
sity campus fellowship: 8 p.m.

WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship: 11 a.m.
ANNUAL EMPLOYEE PICNIC
Swimming, volleyball, baseball, and
supper, tickets available from your
"representative on the personnel ad
visory committee or personnel office
June 27-July 5: 11 a.m.

Faculty Members
Slated to Assist
Conference Meets

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Hour of
worship, Pastor Paul C. Heubach
with another sermon in a series on
Job: 8 and 10:55 a.m.
WHITE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Hour of worship, Pastor Bartter,
"Jehovah Shalom": 11 a.m.
Sunday, July 31
HIDDEN VALLEY RANCH
Phi
losda Club dinner, for information
call 796-0895.
Wednesday, August 3

HILL CHURCH
Midweek prayer
service, Pastor Eddie C. Card: 7:30
p.m.
CAMPUS CHAPEL
Midweek
prayer service: 7:30 p.m.

Grief

Continued from page 2
. her path. A shy, scholarly, sen
sitively poetic man, he lived a
retiring life in a preeminently
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Univer
sity campus fellowship, Pastor R.
scholastic atmosphere. Having
F. Cottrell, associate editor of Re
held the Chair of Medieval and
view and Herald, will give a report
Renaissance
Literature
at
of Vatican II : 8 p.m.
Cambridge University, he left
"Saturday, July 16
behind many literary works,
HILL CHURCH
but one is particularly grateful
Hour of Wor
ship, Pastor Wllbur K. Chapman:
that he left behind this chart
8:10 and 10:55 a.m.
of sorrow and its ultimate tri
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
umph in faith and love. He
Hour of
worship. Pastor Paul C. Heubach,
came to realize that bereave
sermon In a series on Job: 8 and
ment is a universal and inte
10:55 a.m.
gral part of the experience of
love.

CORONA - NOKCO
AREA

Kadiologic
Technologist
needed for an X-ray office.
Full time or part time.
Phone 714-688-1509

WEDDING
MARTIN, David Lloyd, former
medical student, was married to
Sharon Kay McHenry June 7 at
Madison. Tennessee.

ONE BRAND NEW MEDICAL OFFICE
ONE BRAND NEW DENTAL OFFICE

6161 Mission Boulevard
West Riverside, California
30,000 toothaches
30,000 Medicares

3 dentists
3 doctors

UNMATCHABLE OPPORTUNITY
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WE NURSES KNOW

that once we get our patients over the hump, they need a good diet to help
them regain their strength. But convalescing patients can be finicky eaters.
We nurses just outsmart those balky appetites with Battle Creek Saucettes.
That tantalizing aroma on a breakfast tray spells doom- to poor appetites.
Our patients can't resist them. (And confidentially, neither can we!)

THE BATTLE CREEK FOOD CO.
Division of Worthington Foods, Inc.

Direct inquiries to University Placement Service
Loma Linda University, Lama Linda, Calif. 92354

Dentists, General Practice
CALIFORNIA
ALHAMBRA:
Equipment and
practice priced for Immediate sale.
Office available - moderate rent
COSTA MESA: Three operatory
office for sale at price coincident
to appraised value at time of sale.
Includes
equipment,
supplies,
patient records, accounts etc.
Office interior professionally de
signed. Located in four suite
single level building shared by
orthodontist, oral surgeon, and
pedodontlst
FONTANA: Looking, for associate. May begin Immediately
MONTEREY PARK: Practice for
sale due to death of dentist
REDLANDS: Two partially fur
nished suites for rent in professlonal building___________
RIALTO: Three operatory office.
Take over payments on equip
ment. Reasonable rent. 3 years
remaining on lease. High gross
practice________________
COLORADO
DELTA: Immediate and urgent
need for Christian dentist in this
beautiful area____________
IDAHO
ARCO: Tremendous opportunity.
No dentist in area of 60 miles
NEW JERSEY
PLAINFIELD:
Continued need
for dentist in this growing sub
urban community. 25 miles south
west of New York City. Popula
tion 50,000. High income per capIta___________________
OREGON
PORTLAND:
Two operatory

PHYSICAL
THERAPIST

,

Dentist leaving for residency.
Population 6500. No other dentist
within a twenty mile radius. 25
miles from Madison College
WASHINGTON

VASHON: Dentist needed to take
over very active general practice.
Present dentist leaving for resi
dency. Two operatory office.
Population of 7,000 and only one
other dentist. Will consider rent
ing residence on harbor, 10 min
utes from office. Water ski from
front yard

L VN
CALIFORNIA

SONORA: LVN needed at once in
community hospital

Medical Technologists
CALIFORNIA

WASCO: Opening for male lab
technician, 2&40 years of age, in
25 bed state approved hospital.
Generous salary. Additional in
come for after hours calls

Physician needed to take the
practice of mission appointee.
Excellent busy small town
practice. Bob Sample, M.D.
Ava, Missouri.

Nurses
CALIFORNIA

RIVERSIDE: Physician desiring
RN on permenent basis. 5 day
week
SONORA:
Immediate need for
RNs in Sonora Community Hospi
tal

Orderlies

Assistant Chief Physical
Therapist Strong rehab
program for both adults
and children.
Contact Personnel Direc
tor, Boulder Memorial
Hospital, 250 Maxwell,
Boulder. Colorado.
dental office for lease. Will
model to suit__________
TENNESSEE
PORTLAND: Practice for sale.

CALIFORNIA

SONORA:
Community hospital
has urgent need for several or
derlies

Physician*, General Practice
CALIFORNIA
ARLINGTON:
Equipment for
sale at sacrifice price. Take o^er
lease if desired___________
CUPERTINO: Two modern medi
cal offices available. Prepared to
make special rent concessions
LA HABRA: Suites available for
lease about August 1, 1966. Suit
able for solo and/or associate
practices. Air conditioned, pro
fessionally designed

1,000 square-foot medical-dental building in River
side. Twenty-five cents a square foot. Lease or will
sell.

Photo by Robert A. Kreuzinger

A NEW CREW of 31 eager youth volunteer assistants for the University Hospital "candy stripers"
service program were given a one-day orientation class last week. The class Includes two "handystripers" (boys). Flanking the group are Volunteer Service assistants Ardis Koobs (left) and Mary
Lou Rood (right).
SAN MARINO:
Reasonably
priced rental for two or three
professional men who wish to locate in a stable community
COLORADO
DELTA:
Physician leaving to
specialize. Take over immedi
ately. 27 bed hospital, open staff.
150 member SDA church and
elementary school__________
MISSOURI
FREDERICKTON: GP needed as
an independent; salaried, or potentlal partner____________
FABIUS: Continued need for GP.
Hospital. Office available_____
WASHINGTON. D.C.
Suites for lease in new high rise
apartment building in Wash. D.C.
Owners have requested S.D.A.
men

Physicians, Specialists
EENT: Frederickton, Missouri;
This area in need of an EENT
man. Accredited 65 bed hospital,
four years old. New office build
ing to be built soon. Elementary
school; 220 miles from Sunnydale
academy
______________
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST
Radiologic technologist needed
for an X-ray office. Full time or
part time________________
SPEECH THERAPIST
Poughkeepsie, New York; Ther
apist needed to work with child
ren and young adults afflicted by
cerebral palsy

Call 684-4156.

HARRY SPENCER
Your Authorized Chevrolet
ESDA FLEET MAN
at

Friendly Chevrolet
110 E. Foothill Blvd.
(Corner Foothill Blvd. & Riverside Dr.)
RIALTO
Business
Home

714 875-1221
714 887-3549

Chevrolets Cars and Trucks
Prompt, courteous service to
oil Seventh-day Adventists

Surgeon needed to join the
staff at Monument Valley
hospital. This could be an
older man interested in only
part time work. The need is
very great to take the load
of surgery from the other
two men and to increase the
service of the hospital to the
area. Call collect: J. IJoyd
Mason, M.D. in care of
Mobile Operator at Monticello, Utah, Car 70, Monu
ment Valley.

Personnel Seeking Positions
Dentists, General Practice
1. Dentist wishes ass'oclateship in
Central or Northern California.
Available September 1, 1966
2. Associateship wanted in Southeastern California area
3. Will complete military service
in June, 1366. Interested in North
ern California area

Dietitian

LET'S FACE IT!

for all the checks you want to write
is the lowest cost service charge
policy available
AND if your
balance stays above $400 you pay NO service
charge. As if that weren't reason enough to move
your account read this:

$1.75

OUR DRIVE-UP TELLER WINDOW IS OPEN
FROM 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
THURSDAYS 'til 6 P.M.
FRIDAYS 'til 3 P.M.

SDA dietitian seeking placement
preferably in California

Nurses
1. Wishes employment for sum
mer, preferably Southern Californla area________________
2. Wishes work in Physician's
office in driving distance of Loma
Linda. Experienced

Locum Tenens
Dentists, General Practice
Wishes locum tenens during
August and September, 1966

Physicians, Locum Tenens
1. Finishing internal medicine
residency end of September.Wishes locum tenens during sum
mer
2. Available tor locum tenens
during August, 1966, and week
ends, September, 1966
3. Wishes locum tenens July
through September, 1966
4. Available during July and
August
1. Physician looking for replace
ment during summer

GENERAL CONFERENCE
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
OVERSEAS CALLS
FAR EASTERN DIVISION
BANDUNG MISSION HOSPITAL,
Java Internist
MANILA SANITARIUM AND HOSPITAL, Philippines
Internist
and surgeon________
__
PENANG SANITARIUM AND HOSPITAL, Malaysia
Surgeon and
relief general practitioner (3 to
6 months)______
PUSAN SANITARIUM AND HOSPITAL, Korea General practi
tioner. Urgent
SAIGON ADVENTIST HOSPITAL,
Vietnam
Surgeon
SANDAKAN CLINIC, Borneo
General practitioner
TAIWAN SANITARIUM, Taiwan.
Medical director. Urgent
TSUEN WAN HOSPITAL, Hong
Kong Surgeon. Urgent______
YOUNGBERG MEMORIAL HO&
PITAL, Singapore
Internist.
Urgent

GIMBIE HOSPITAL. Ethiopia
General practitioner_________
KUYERA CLINIC, Ethiopia
—
Nursing instructor by September
1966____________________
KWAHU HOSPITAL, Ghana
General practitioner_________
MASANGA LEPROSARIUM, Sierra
Leone
Belief general 'practi
tioner

SOUTH AMERICAN
DIVISION
SAG PAULO HOSPITAL, Brazil
Physical therapist

SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION
CHRISTIAN MEDICAL COLLEGE,
Vellore, India
Experienced
Badiologist instructor________
GOPALGANJ
HOSPITAL,
East
Pakistan
General practitioner
JULLUNDER HOSPITAL, India
Medical director and surgeon
KARACHI HOSPITAL, West Paki
stan
Surgeon____________
KERALA HOSPITAL, India
Medical director and surgeon
RANCHI HOSPITAL, India Medical director and surgeon and
nurse
SCHEER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL,
Nepal
Medical superintendent

TRANS - AFRICA DIVISION
ANKOLE HOSPITAL, Uganda
Medical director by June 67 and
second physician by January 67
KENDU HOSPITAL, Kenya
—
Nurse by June 67

OPPORTUNITIES
Excellent opportunities in
British
Columbia
for
physicians and dentists.
Conference eager to as
sist. Kindly contact med
ical secretary, Reuben
Matiko, MD, Box 10, Mis
sion City, BC, Canada.

INTER - AMERICAN
DIVISION
ANDREWS
MEMORIAL
HOS
PITAL, Jamaica Belief general
practitioner_______________
DAVIS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL,
British Guiana General practitioner
MONTEMORELOS
HOSPITAL,
Mexico Surgeon and relief gen
eral practitioner
SAN CRISTOBAL, Guatemala —
Physician-director

NORTHERN EUROPEAN
DIVISION
ADVENTIST HOSPITAL OF ILE
IFE, Nigeria
Nurse-dean of
women (U.S.) and Z nurses (B.S.,
B.N.)___________________
EMPRESS ZAUDITU MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL, Ethiopia Nurse by
September 1966

ENT, Ortho., GU, Internal
Med. and G.P. NEEDED in
this area. Opportunity to
establish in prosperous La
Habra, Orange County area.
Modern suites including
x-ray facilities to be com
pleted July 66. Close to hos
pitals. Design your own
suite. Suites available for
association or partnershiptype practice.
M. M. Gladstone, M.D.
601 E. Whittier Blvd.,
Suite 6
La Habra, Calif. (213)
694-1038

M-oving, c4croAA tke Street
or c4croM tke ^Nation?

Physicians, General Practice
Finishing internship July 1. In
terested in locations in West
Covina-Azusa area

Secretary-Receptionists

SODTHLAID
YUCAIPA
LOMA LINDA
Member.- Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Finishing medical secretary pro
gram in June. Experienced.
Wishes position in physician's
office in Southeastern Calif, area

Physician - GP - to join the
staff at Monument Valley to
replace a staff member who
is entering a residency train
ing program. This need is
urgent. Call collect: J. IJoyd
Mason, M.D. Mobile Opera
tor at Monticello, Utah, Car
70, Monument Valley.

THE LOMA LINDA WAREHdUBC

TURNER MOVING & STORAGE
The moving company with 19 years of service to con
ferences, institutions and church members.
Box 226
St Helena
Phone WO 3-2701

Box 715
Kealdsburg
Phone 433-5561

Box 201
Loma Linda
Phone PY 6-0228
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More Mental Health Concepts
In Ellen G. White Writings
Ed. Note This is the con
cluding part of a series began
last Issue by Laurence A. Senseman, MD, a neuropsychiatrist
and chairman of the develop
ment committee of the Uni
versity Board of Trustees.

Now let us turn from the
adolescent to the adult. There
are many pertinent statements
that Mrs. White has made re
garding the mental health of
the adult. In 1905 she wrote:
"The relation that exists be
tween the mind and the body is
very intimate. When one is af
fected, the other sympathizes
. . . Grief, anxiety, discontent,
remorse, guilt, distrust, all tend
to break down the life forces
and to invite decay and death.
"Disease is sometimes pro
duced, and is often greatly ag-.
gravated, by the imagination.
Many are lifelong invalids who
might be well if they only
thought so." Ministry of Heal
ing, page 241.
This is quite the medical
view today. A psychologist at
the University of Southern Cal
ifornia says:
"Medical authorities have
long agreed that illness and un
controlled emotionality go to
gether and that health and
happiness are parts of one pat
tern (Weiss and Perry). Now
many of them insist that actu
ally, illnesses are very often
caused by faulty emotional pat
terns." F. L. Ruch, Psychology
and Life, pages 172, 173.
"In fact, one medical man
who has made a close study of
emotional factors in disease
estimates that about half of all
patients going to physicians
have illnesses precipitated
largely by prolonged emotional
disturbance (Margolis)." Ibid.,
pages 176, 177.
Electric Forces

Another most interesting
point is what Mrs. White wrote
in 1869 about the electrical acti
vation of the nervous system:
"Whatever disturbs the cir
culation of the electric currents
the nervous system lessens
the strength of the vital pow
ers, and the result is a deaden
ing of the sensibilities of the
mind." Testimonies for the
Church, Vol. 2, page 347.
Again in 1872 she spoke
about this electrical force in
the brain:
"This class fall more readily
if attacked by disease; the sys
tem is vitalized by the electri
cal force of the brain to resist
disease." Ibid., Vol 3, page 147.
In 1929 Hans Berger, a Ger
man psychiatrist, began to pub
lish strange little pictures con
sisting of nothing but wavy
lines. He claimed that they
showed the electrical activity
of the human brain. But no one
took him seriously. For several

years no one bothered to repeat
his experiments.
Today, however, there is a
whole new science stemming
from his original discoveries,
called electroencephalography.
"Several hundred laborato
ries in the United States and a
similar number in Europe are
recording and interpreting
charts of the electrical dischar
ges of human brains. Their to
tal annual output of charts
would girdle the earth." Scien
tific American, June, 1954 page
54.
At the Fuller Memorial Sanl-^
tarium and Hospital we have
just bought a new eight-chan
nel Grass machine which will
measure these electrical waves.
More than half a century
ago, Mrs. White pointed out
that there were electrical cur
rents in the brain, yet these
were not recorded or measured
clinically until just recently.
Unbalanced Systems

While we are on the subject
of the brain, we might mention
that experiments have shown
concentrated study increases
the volume of blood located in
the head. A person accurately
balanced on sensitive scales,
given a problem to solve, will
tip toward the head. On the
other hand, vigorous exercise
increases circulation in all the
extremities.
It is interesting to compare
these facts with the concept
expressed in Counsels on
Health:
"The exercise of the brain in
study, without corresponding
physical exercise, has a tenden
cy to attract the blood to the
brain and the circulation of the
blood through the system be
comes unbalanced." Page 178.
Then there are certain habits
of thinking that she has men
tioned. One she has referred to
as capable of bringing illness
to the body is harboring discon
tent:
"That which brings sickness
of the body and mind to nearly
all is dissatisfied feelings and
discontented repinings." Testi
monies for the Church, Vol. 1,
page 566.

Employee Picnic
Slated for July 12
The annual University em
ployee picnic is scheduled for
July 12, starting at 4 p.m.
Slated for participants are a
choice of games including vol
ley-ball and baseball, swim pe
riods, and a free supper. Tickets
for the supper will be available
from employees' representatives
on the personnel advisory com
mittee or the Personnel Office,
through July 5.
University employees and
relatives living with them are
eligible for the supper.
Psychiatrists today recognize
the place of faith, trust, and
wholesome thinking in mental
health, and the following quo
tation from an eminent physi
cian, W. W. Bauer, conveys the
same thought:
"And that brings me to the
greatest help of all-faith in a
God who is interested in indi
vidual beings, and watches over
them for their welfare. Not a
namby-pamby God who keeps
all troubles away, but One who
helps the individual to bear
such troubles as assail him.
Troubles don't get you down
when you have such a faith to
sustain you. Getting into a
church and working in it not
just sitting there once a week
and contributing nothing of
is the best way to
yourself
get and sustain that faith."
What a White Collar Girl
Should Know About Emotional
Stability, page 16.
We have presented certain
pertinent quotations from the
writings of Mrs. E. G. White
as they apply to the modern
areas of child, adolescent, and
adult psychiatry. One hundred
years have passed since these
principles first appeared in
print. Today we not only have
the advantage of knowing these
principles, but also of seeing
them strongly advocated by
contemporary leading scien
tists.
The concepts she clearly pre
sented have stood the test of
time. Modern writers in this
branch of medicine have only
re-emphasized the significance
of her contribution to the
church and the mental and
physical health of those who
adhere to her teachings.

Photo by Ellis R. Rich

J. JOSEPH QUILLIGAN, JR., MD, research professor of pedi
atrics, presents a contribution of §10,000 to principal Elmer J. Digneo for the part that Loma Linda Union Academy and Elementary
School played in recent experiments with influenza-suppressive
drug, amantadine-DuPont. Over three hundred students volun
teered for the tests.

First Federal Hikes
Dividend Rate to 5%
The annual dividend rate
paid on savings accounts will
be increased from 4.85 to 5 per
cent at First Federal Savings
and Loan Association of San
Bernardino. The new rate,
which is effective today, affects
all savings accounts regardless
of size or length of time on de
posit according to Althea Gray,
manager of the Loma Linda
branch.
"Depositors at First Federal
will receive the increase auto
matically. Dividends are com
pounded and paid quarterly,"
she states.

BIRTHS
DUNN, Robert Derek was born
June 18 to Mary Janice Dunn
and James R. Dunn, SD'69.
LeCOMPTE, James Darin was
born June 18 to Doris M. LeCompte and H. Gary LeCompte,
University Printing Service
linotypist.
SMITH, Jodi Blon -was born
June 16 to Barbara M. Smith
and William F. Smith, SM'68.

FOB LEASE
SAN BEKNARDINO
Medical-Dental Suites in
new professional build
ing. On "Medical Row"
Close to hospitals. Ap
proximately 1,000 square
feet each suite. Carpets
in private office and
waiting room. Drapes and
cabinets throughout. Will
do minor altering to suit
your needs.
Contact: John Eli D.D.S.
TU 9-3263, Alden Chase
D.D.S. TB 5-1901

WALLEN
PONTIAC
Special Service
Special Deals
522 ORANGE

REDLANDS
793-2454

Quality Products at Reasonable Prices

20 oz. Can
Rent a Piano
Apply Rent & Cartage
on Purchase
HOIXEY & JACKSON

Redlands Blvd. and
New York Street
Redlands
$6.69 per case of 12

STUMPED?
Norm Stumpf can solve
your New Car Problem.
Fleet Discounts on all Ford
cars through ESDA repre
sentative. Leasing avail
able on all makes and
models.
Solve your financial prob
lem at your local Credit
Union. Financing also
available through us.
See Norm Stumpf at

Wayne Gossett
Ford

OLIVES
LARGE GREEN RIPE

RUSKETS

2 cons 55c

FLAKES and BISCUITS

GREEN RIPE MAMMOTH

3 cans89c
EXTRA LARGE PITTED

3 cans $1.00

EFFECTIVE JULY 5-10

SOYAGEN

'" 113 W. Redlands Blvd.
Redlands
Phone 793-3211

4 Ib. can - malt, carob, or all purpose flavors
$3.50/can or $18.50/case of 6

Sundays by Appointments
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STORE HOURS:

SUN. - WED. 8 - 7: THURSDAY 8 - 8; FRIDAY 8 - 3

Auxiliary Installs
New Officers

Staff photo

______

CUTTING SPRINKLER PIPE for a planter section of the newlyopened School of Dentistry parking lot is Earl Gepford, Grounds
Service. In the background painters are coating the freshly sand
blasted surface of the School of Dentistry building, while another
crew does scaling work high on the north wall of the new Medical
Center.

Mrs. David B. Hinshaw has
been installed as president of
the Loma Linda chapter of the
Woman's Auxiliary to the Loma
Linda University School of Med
icine Alumni Association.
Also installed were Mrs. Wil
liam D. Bolander, president
elect; Mrs. Eugene D. Voth, sec
retary; Mrs. Alden B. Chase and
Mrs. Robert P. Freed, assistant
secretaries; Mrs. Bruce W.
Branson, treasurer; Mrs. Clar
ence R. Collier, assistant treas
urer.
Mrs. Gilbert H. Johnson
moved into the office of past
president.
Other new officers include
Mrs. Dick H. Koobs, program
chairman; Mrs. Jack R. Ken
nedy, Mrs. Donald L. Peters,
and Mrs. Ernest S. Zane, assist
ant program chairmen; Mrs.
William G, Slate, hospitality
chairman, with assistants Mrs.
Guy M. Hunt, Mrs. Arthur C.
Robbins, and Mrs. Raymond F.
Tatro.
In charge of missions are Mrs.
Eric A. Royston and Mrs. Albert
E. Hirst; devotions, Mrs. Hirst
and Mrs. Raymond B. Crawford; ways and means, Mrs.
John J. Harris and Mrs. Ray
mond A. Mortensen; public rela
tions, Mrs. Dorothea A. Mathisen and Mrs. Betty Meisler;
telephone, Mrs. Varner J. Johns
and Mrs. Claran H. Jesse; cour
tesy, Mrs. Thomas F. Judefind
and Mrs. Melvin R. Lund; his
torian, Mrs. Bernard D. Briggs.
The officers were installed at
a buffet supper meeting in the
Azure Hills Seventh-day Adventist Church fellowship hall.

ssa ALL ACCOUNTS

Physical
Therapy

Alumni
News

C. William Habenicht, '60, as
sumed office as president of the
School of Physical Therapy
Alumni Association at the an
nual spring business meeting
held at White Memorial Medi
cal Center, Los Angeles, on
May 31. Other association of
ficers are president-elect, John
D. Wheaton, *47; vice president
Karen. Fillman Breckenridge,
'64; secretary, Margaret Jones
Parker, '63; treasurer, Howard
W. Sulzle, '63; publicity secre
tary, Stella C, Peterson, '48;
directors 1966-68, William E.
Dalton, '67, and Sharon Potter
Anderson, '66. George C. Wal
ters, '60, will continue to serve
on the board of directors as
past president. Also at the
meeting a report was given of
the growth of the David E.
Nielsen C59) memorial fund to
be available for student loans
during the period of internship.
Keith Gaden, '63, senior
therapist at Loma Linda Uni
versity Hospital, has been in
ducted into the US Marine
Corps and is now stationed in
San Diego. His wife resides in
Loma Linda.
Marolyn Price Pearson, '61,
and her husband and family
have moved to Loma Linda.
Marolyn is now employed by
the Riverside Visiting Nurses
Association as a physical thera
pist giving home service to
patients and also giving in
struction and consultation to
the visiting nurses.
Jimmie E. Banta, '65 director
of physical therapy activities at
Americana Nursing Home, Ab
erdeen, South Dakota, came to
Loma Linda to attend com
mencement exercises and to
claim a bride, Vickie Sue Paden,
SN'66, on June 5.
Gary D. Gottfried, '66, of
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Murphys, California, came to
Loma Linda to attend Jimmie
Banta's wedding. Gary says that
he, W. Dale Roberton, '66, arid
another therapist are busy at
the rehabilitation center of the
county hospital at Murphys.
They have psychiatry, ortho<pedic, and neurology consul
tants.
Roger Frick, '64, currently
employed at Porter Memorial
Hospital, Denver, Colorado, has
received a commission effective
this month as physical therapist
in the US Army Medical Corps.
Colleen F. Campbell, '65, is

working with Doris E. Larking,
'46, at Sunshine Cerebral Palsy
School, Fresno.
Charlye R. Smith, '61, on

leave from the physical therapy
department at Montemorelos
Hospital, Montemorelos Mexico,

CURRENT
ANNUAL
RATE

You have FULL WITHDRAWAL PRIVILEGES and
there is NO MINIMUM BALANCE required no
special arrangements to make to earn our high
dividend rate. You may have your dividends mail
ed to you quarterly if you wish. Rely on the safety
of First Federal's sound local management and ac
counts that are insured to $10,000.

SAVINGS DEPOSITED BY JULY 11
EARN FROM JULY 1ST.

R. James Graduates
From Law School
Richard A. James, assistant
secretary of the Loma Linda
University Corporation, has
graduated from the University
of Southern California School
of Law with a degree of Doctor
of Jurisprudence. He is pre
sently preparing to take the
California State Bar examina
tions.

is currently in Loma Linda
while taking special work at
the University of Southern Cal
ifornia. His daughter, Seree
Smith Moore, is a '63 graduate
of the Dental Hygiene Curricu
lum. His son, Charles R. Smith,
has been accepted for the Sep
tember 1966 class in physical
therapy.
Stephanie Jean was born
March 16 to Dr. and Mrs. Orville W. Swarner, Jr. (Julia
Boyd, '62 intern, '63 Graduate
School) in Memphis, Tennessee.
Sharon Kay was born April
18 to Roger and Peggy Greenley, both '64.
Annie V. Cristobal, '63, was

married to-Roderick Stubblefield June 12 in Chicago, Illinois.
Marlene Ellstrom, '64 was

married to Lewis Bush on June
12 in Hutchinson, Minnesota.
Mr. Bush is a teacher in the
Birmingham (Alabama) Junior
Academy.
Young Sil Yang, '61, now
resides in Sacramento. She and
her husband now have two
children, Andy and Alice.

LLU Employee Wins
Reserve Duty Trophy
Cyrus A. Davidson, employee
in radiology service of the hos
pital, has won for the second
time a trophy from the San
Bernardino County Sheriff's
Reserve, in 1966 for "outstand
ing reserve duty." In 1965 it
was for "dedicated service to
the citizens of San Bernardino
County." These trophies are
awarded by points arid mem
bers' votes.
He has been a member of the
unit since November 1964. His
work is with the juvenile detec
tives.
Outstanding opening for Adventist physician in North
Good
Nebraska.
Platte,
church and church school.
Contact Medical Secretary,
Nebraska Conference, Box
6037, Lincoln, Nebraska.
Phone 488-2323.

PIANOS
Chickering
Mason & Hamlin
Weber
Wurlitzer

Holley & Jackson
Redlands Blvd. and
New York Street
Redlands

NEW MEDICAL
ARTS BUILDING
Corona, California New
medical arts building,
space for orthopedist, pe
diatrician, OB-GYN, or
GP. Internist badly need
ed. Near church and bus
to church school. Across
street from new hospital.
Contact R. W. Dolph,
DMD. Phone 737-4484.

Semiannual Dividend
ARE YOU RECEIVING 6.76% ON YOUR SAVINGS ?

You can receive that value on shares in La Loma Em
ployees Federal Credit Union. The .4.75% compounded
twice a year plus Life Savings Insurance with about 1%
is hard to equal elsewhere. The Credit Union even pays
the insurance premiums. Start an account or add to yours
today! This is a safe place for your money. Assets over
$570,000 after 10 years of service.
LET US FINANCE THAT NEW CAR

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION OF SAN BERNARDINO
SAN BERNARDINO

LOMA LINDA

BARSTOW

555 E Street TU 9-0881

11142 Anderson St. 796-0294

602 E. Main CL 6-6873

La Loma Employees
Federal Credit Union
11132 Anderson, Loma Linda
Phone 796-0593, LLU, Ext. 365
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